Baldwin Pure Filtration ensures a constantly high filtration quality and flow. Based on its energy-efficient concept and minimized loss of process fluid, it will save costs while reducing your environmental impact.

Meeting the high-quality requirements of many process fluids, as well environmental aspects, Baldwin has engineered a state of the art PureFiltration that meets your targets. Whenever a constant high filtration quality, energy efficiency combined with increasing environmental aspects are required. Baldwin’s PureFiltration is the right solution.

Wherever your process require pure process fluids, our PureFiltration Ultrafiltration will keep your coolants (water, oil, synthetic solutions), process baths, surface treatments in the metal working industry, automotive, print, glass, tooling, medical and electronic industry always in optimized conditions for your production process.

No matter how complexes your requirements might be – from small semi automatic filtration equipment for one machine to a full automatic filtration unit for several machines - we will work with you on selecting the right filtration technic.

Just talk to us!
Baldwin at your service
Baldwin has a large number of highly skilled Service engineers ready to support our installation for years to come, and always close at hand. You can rely on Baldwin service expertise to maximize the lifetime of your equipment with outstanding results.